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RE: Support for Study of Community Choice (ccE)

Dear Mayor Wagner and Council,

Thank you for taking a leading role in studying Community Choice Energ¡
potentially a fiscally responsible way to lower or stabilize electricity rates,
provide choice to ratepayers, and move our region toward greener energy.

Hoag Hospital Irvine supports the City in moving forward with a formal
study of Community Choice Energy.

From what we understand studying other counties and cities, Community
Choice has the potential to heìp Orange County businesses have local control
over our energy future; help stabilize or reduce our rates; purchase more
locally produced energy, including higher renewables; and provide Hoag

with additional freedom to choose the source of our electricity.

We are particularly interested in the opportunity for a local community
choice program to buy increasing amounts of power from local sources,

supporting local jobs and Iocal economic development.

Hoag has benefitted from a strong relationship with Southern California
Edison, however is interested in a study that would provide insight for
stabilizing or reducing energy costs, while also maintaining a highly reìiable
transmission and distribution of power so our facility can minimize outages
and downtimes for the highest patient safety for our community.

We believe the city should join California's l-l- counties and more than 100

cities in the movement for clean energy, clean jobs, and local choice through
Community Choice Energy.
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Thank you for committing to understanding more about freedom of energy
choice for lrvine. We look forward to partnering with you on creating a

stronger, more resilient clean energy future.

Sincerely,

Sanford Smith
Senior VP, Real Estate, Facilities, Construction and Operations
Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian

CC: Donald P. Wagner, Mayor donaldwagner@cityofi rvine.org
Chri stina Sha e, Mayor Pro Tem chri stina shae@ cilvofÏ rvine. org

f effrey Lalloway, Councilmember ieffreylalloway@ciV
Melissa Fox, Councilmember melissafox@cityofi rvine.org
Lynn Schott, Councilmember lynnschott@cityofirvine'org
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